INTRODUCTION
Let g be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over the complex field @, U(g) its enveloping algebra, K(g) its enveloping field, Z(g) the center of U(g), and C(g) the center of K(g). In the classification of the prime spectrum Spec U(g) of U(g), localization is emerging as an important general technique [3, 5, 11, 17, 181 . In particular suppose that m is an ad-nilpotent subalgebra of g (that is each ad, X: XE m is nilpotent). Given I E Spec U(g), let 2 be a multiplicative subset of Z(m) which has null intersection with I. Then U(g)/1 admits localization (U(g)/r)z at 2 [5, S ec ion 21. This splits Spec U(g) into two subsets t
which are usually easier to analyze, namely, the set of prime ideals which intersect 2 and its complement which identifies with Spec(U(g)/l)Z . Now suppose that g is a semisimple Lie algebra and fix a Bore1 subalgebra 6. Let tt be the nilradical of b and p 3 b a parabolic subalgebra of Q with nilradical nt. Let # denote the smash product (defined in Section 3.4). In Section 3, we show that there exists a subalgebra c(m) (or simply C) of b containing m and a weight vector z E U(m)R such that up to isomorphism. u(Q)z = CU(Qjrn #z(m) U(C))z 3
(1-l)
In Section 4, U(m)" is shown to be a polynomial algebra with generators which are the highest weight vectors for certain simple Lie subalgebras of U(g), . This means that In U(m)n # 0: 1~ Spec U(Q), has a particularly simple interpretation. It is also shown that U(b)" is a polynomial algebra and the weights and degrees of a set of generators for Z(n) and for U(b)n are given (Sections 4.12, 4.16, Tables I, II; for key to tables, see 8.2). In Section 5, information on U(g)m is obtained through the inducing construction. In particular for I minimal primitive, we show that Fract(U(g)/l)n exists and is isomorphic to K(n) (Theorem 55 (i) ).
In Section 6, it is shown that (1.1) reduces the study of Spec U(g): Q semisimple, to that of Spec(U(g)'" Bztn,) C(m)), f or certain specific choices of m. In particular for sp(4, C) and sZ (3, C) , this leads to a complete classification of primitive ideals [30] . 
A MAXIMAL SET OF STRONGLY ORTHOGONAL ROOTS
2.1. Let g be semisimple and fix a Cartan subalgebra b. Let d (resp. d+, d-) denote the set of all nonzero (resp. positive, negative) roots with v a simple system corresponding to d +. For each a: E d, let g" be the root subspace, fix E, E g* -(0) and set n = @ 9, n-= @ ga. aed+ tiedGiven y, 6, y + SE A, define Nr,6 E C, through [E,, , Es] = Nv,6Ev+6. Set b = b @ n, b-= lj @ n-. A parabolic subalgebra p is always assumed to contain 6. Let ba* denote the real dual of E, spanned by A and set 9 = {/\ E b,*: (h, o) > 0, for all 01 ET]. Given /\ ~9, set dh* = {a E A*: (h, a) = O}, A, = AA+ u An-, q, = w n A,+. Then A, is generated by rrh over N and so is a root system for a semisimple subalgebra gA of g. Furthermore, pA = g1 + b + n is a parabolic subalgebra and every parabolic is so obtained. Given p a parabolic with nilradical m, set m, = m n g, . In particular, nA = n n g,, .
2.2. Let A = u {Ai: in IV+) be the decomposition of A into simple components with pi the highest root of Ai . Since pi E 9, each (dilBi is a root system and we let u {dii: j E lV+} denote its decomposition into simple components, with pij the highest root of dii . This process eventually defines a subset s(g) (or simply, .X) of N+ u Nf2 u ..., and a maximal set {@K)KEX (or simply, A) of strongly orthogonal roots. Obviously card X < rank g and these numbers are listed in Tables I and II to be parabolic if for each L E 9, one has K E 9, for all K < L. To each K E SC, there is a unique maximal L E L%?, with L < K. (In fact X is a sum of trees.) Given K E 3?, set SK = (L E 1x: L < K}. Then Ocp, is a totally ordered, parabolic subset of T. For each g simple, X(g) is described in Table III and Section 8.2. Given KG%, set OK+ = d+nd,, r, = {YEA.: (~,fiK) > 0}, TK = n n r,, rKO = I;C\(pK}, and grK = 0 (gy: y E r,}. In particular, for g simple rI = rr\rra . Let W denote the Weyl group associated with A. Given (Y E A, let w, E W be the associated reflection. Set LEMMA. For all K, L E X, ( i> PK = AK+\(AK+),K -
(ii) A+ is a disjoint union of the rK: K E 3?.
(iii) Given y E rK, 6 E r,, then y + 6 E A implies K < L (or, L < K) and then y + 6 E r, (or, I',). (iv) For all y E rK", (PK, y) = &(/I?~, BK), and hence PK -y E rK".
(v) Given y,6ErK, then y+6EA implies y +8 =pK.
(vi) 1 < card nK < 2, and card rK = 2, zr AK is of type A,: n > 2.
(vii) ICA+ = A-, so -1 E W zz card X = rank g. (Viii) Given 01 E "K, then ~a: = -a', with 01' E eland a: # a' #card rrK = 2.
Since ,BK is the highest root for AK, one obtains TX C AK+. Hence (i) , (ii) . If neither K < L nor L ,< K, then r,, r, lie in different simple components of some A,: ME Y. Hence (iii) . By [17, Lemma 2.21 we obtain (iv) and (v) , and [17, Corollary 2.121 gives (vi). Clearly ICKY = --pK, SO KrK = -r,, which combined with (ii) gives (vii) . By (vi) and (vii) it remains to verify (viii) for g of type A,, which obtains from say [6, Planche I, p. 2501.
2.3. Let P be a subset of A generated over H by a subset of V. P is always of the form A,: h ~9, and is called a parabolic system of roots (for A).
Set P* = P n A*, Q = A\P, Qf = Q n A+. Given K E X, set r,(P) = {Y E rKO n Q': iBK -Y # Q'>.
LEMMA.
Let P be a parabolic system of roots for A.
(i) If y E Qf; 6, y + 6 E A+, then y + 8 E Qf.
(ii) (L E SC: pr. E Q+} is a parabolic subset of X.
(iii) If Q+ n rK is not empty, then )BK E Qt. (iv) If IgK E Qf, y E rKo, then either y E Q+, or ,6K -y E Q+.
(v) Given YE r,(P), LYE Q+, such that a: + YE A+, the?2 old r,, with L < K.
(i) is clear. (iii) follows from (i) and 2.2 (iv) . (ii) follows from [17, Lemma 2.51 and (iii) . (iv) follows from 2.2 (iv) . In (v), we can assume L > K. Then 01 + y E T'K n Q,+ by (i) . Since PK -y $ Qf, one has jK -y -01 E rKs, by 2.l (iv) .
Then by (i) , p, -y = (/3K -y -a) + 01 E Q+, contradicting the choice of y. (ii) MC m& .
Since [b, nt] C m, it is enough to prove (i) with m = n. Set N', = {X E n: (e, [n, X]) = O}. We show that N', = @ {gsK: K E ,X}. Since b 1 I& this proves (i) .
Fix y E O+\{p,),, . By 2.2(ii), we have y E rK", for some KE x. By 2.2(iv), fiK -y E rKO. Conversely suppose that 6 E A+ satisfies y + 6 = pL, for some L s x. Then L < K, by 2.2(iii) and so L = K by 2.2 (iv) . This proves the assertion on N',.
Set B = exp ad b. Given f E M, it is immediate that dim Bf = dim m*.
Since m* is irreducible, Bf is Zariski open and so meets the Zariski open set * in,g . Yet m&F is a union of B orbits and this gives (ii).
2S. Let A be an associative algebra over C and let Dim, A (or simply, Dim A) denote its Gelfand-Kirillov dimension [2] . When A is commutative and integral, this coincides with the transcendence degree of Fract A over @ [2, 2.11. Given g a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over C, let 9 denote the bilinear form g x g 4 R(g) defined by (X, Y) h [X, Y]. Given a a subalgebra of g, set Z(a, g) = rank(9 laxa). When a is an ideal, E(a, g) = sup(rank(B1 I Dim R(a)s = dim a -Z(a, g).
(ii) Gina g nilpotent, Dim Z(g) = dim g -Z(g, g) = index g.
(Notation 2.3)
. Let p be a parabolic subalgebra and P the corresponding parabolic system of roots. Then m = @ (gy: y E Q+} is the nilradical of p. Set 9 = (L E y: ,B, E Q+}. Let HL E h, be the coroot for jgL and set I = @ {@HL: L E 9), c(m) = I @ (0 {gL: L E -E">). We write c = c(m) for short. One has c C b, so [c, m] C tn. By 2.2(iii), (iv) , me = @ (gQ, gy: y E P,(P); L E -E">. By 2.3(iv), @ {CH, , g@L-v: y E r,(P); L E Z} complements m in c. This gives (2.1).
By (2.1), we obtain
By 2.4, e E m&a and so by 2.5(ii), the right-hand side of (2.2) equals index tn. Hence (ii) . For (iii) , it is enough to show that So == Y(m). By (i), So r) Y(m) and the reverse inclusion obtains from (2.1).
2.7. Take g simple, j3 = /J (the highest root) and 01 E 9 . If all nonzero roots have the same length, we call every nonzero root long. By 2.2[iv), j3 is a long root. Set r = r, , To = P\{/3}.
LEMMA.
For all F E d\(p), either (j?', a) = 0, or (/3 + /3', a) = 0. In particular, the latter holds for the highest roots of A, .
Since /3' -01 is not a root, (j?', a) < 0. Assume (/3', a) < 0. If 01 is a long root, (p', a) = -&(ar, a) = -@, /3) = -(a, /3), as required. If 01 is a short root, /3" = /3 -2or is a root and evidently ,8" E &!. Now 8' + 01 E P and then by 2.2(iv), there exists y E To such that #? + a: + y = j?. Hence (7, a) = $(p, p) -(a, a) -(M, 13') 2 -(a, j?') > 0, and so 6 = y -01 is a root. Then 6 + p' = /3 -2a: = /3", whence ,6' = /?'. Finally (/3", a) = -(p, a). The last part obtains from 2.2[vi) and the symmetry of the Dynkin diagram for A, .
Remark. (II is a short root iff g is of type C, .
(Notation 2.2).
Given KE s, Y;r is totally ordered so by abuse of notation we write gK = (1, 2,..., k} (with the natural order in N). Set (ii) Given 01 E xK , then (a, pK) > 0 and so BK E 9.
(iii) N is freely generated by W over N.
The construction gives (i). (ii) is clear and combined with (i) gives (iii).
The B, are given in Tables I, II. 2.9.
For each parabolic subset B of X, set 5"' = Q{pL: L E Z} (or simply, Y if dp = Y) and given w E Qd, set LEMMA. For all y E A+, (i) 2 3 ( y lx > -1, and either equality implies y E Y.
(ii) 2JyJx~iZ, andifyE9, then jylx~E.
(i). Establish the upper bound for all y E A. One has
where the second equality implies y E Y. By 2.2(ii), y E A+ implies y E rK for some KE X and then (y, pK) > 0. Hence pK -y E A, which gives j y jx = 1 -j /lK -y 1~ 3 -1, as required.
(ii). The first part is clear. By the strong orthogonality of the BK and (i), we can assume that 2y = BK _t PK, + bK" and K, K', K" are all different. Then at least two of the pK must be short roots in some simple component of g. From Tables I, II we can check that this never occurs.
Set Y = {r E A': j y lx = -I}. We give in Table IV , the value of card Y for each simple Lie algebra. This vanishes if g is simple of type A, or C, .
2.10.
Set R+ = N+A. Given w E R+, let I/ w /I denote the least number of positive roots which sum to w. Suppose w E R+. Then 1) w // + 1 w /X 3 0. Equality holds ;sf w E N+Y c 9.
Since j . /x is additive, it suffices to consider w E A+. Then jl w 11 = 1 and the assertion follows from 2.9(i).
2.11. Let 6: A + Z be an additive function satisfying f(fiK) = 1, for all KE X. (When card Z = rank g, we can take [ = 1 . 1s by 2.9(ii) and in fact this solution only fails on simple components of type A,, and for which we take 5 = (c&, .), where 6, is the nth fundamental weight.) Set El = {y E A+: f(y) 3 l}, q = {y E A+: [(r) < O}, 3+ = q u -q = (y E A: f(y) < O} u {y E A+: 5'(y) = O), s-= -3+. Extend [ linearly to Qd. Straightforward verification gives LEMMA.
For each K E 37, (i) /JKE&.
(ii) If y E (El\&) n r, , then px. -y E E2 .
(iii) E+ I-I r, is generated additively by (S2 n r,) u {-/3K).
(iv) There exists a unique w E W such that WA+ = Z?+.
Let Gj: i = 1, 2,..., 1, be the fundamental weights and choose real numbers ci: i = I, 2,..., 1, linearly independent over Q. Set 6 = C c&j, and define a linear map 5_: Z -R through 5_(w) = t(w) + (6, w). Then E_(U) = 0, iff w =~ 0. Furthermore, by taking the ci negative and sufficiently small we can arrange that E_(y) < 0, for all y E E+.
NILPOTENT ACTION

3.1.
Let CT be an associative algebra with filtration { U,)z=, and let gr denote the associated gradation functor. Assume that gr(U) is commutative, finitely generated, and integral. Then [2, 5. As in [16, 2. 71, we can choose z to be a weight vector. An explicit choice is noted in Section 4. Il.
3.4. Let k be a commutative field, A an associative k-algebra, and c a finite-dimensional k-Lie algebra of derivations of A. Then A extends to a U(c) module and this defines for each c E U(c) an endomorphism c: at-+ c(a) of A. Let 2 be a c stable, central subalgebra of A which is isomorphic as a subalgebra and as a U(c) module to an ad c stable subalgebra of U(c) denoted also by 2. Let 2, be the set of nonzero divisors (regular elements) of 2 in A. Since each z E 2, is locally ad-nilpotent and regular in U(c), the localized algebras A, and U(c), are defined. We define the algebra A #z U(c) (smash product of A with U(c) over 2). When Z = k, this algebra is simply denoted A # U(c) and identifies with the skew polynomial extension of A by U(c) as defined in [4, 4.21 . As a vector space it is the tensor product A oz U(c), the element x @ y being here denoted by x # y. The product is defined by the following rule. Define the algebra homomorphism 
THEOREM.
The map i: (U(g)" #=(,,,) U(c)), -+ U(g), defined by i(a # 6) = ab is an algebra isomorphism.
By Section 3.3, i is a linear isomorphism. Verification of the multiplication rule is straightforward if we note that {X": X E c, n E f+J} spans U(c).
3.5.
Let A be a commutative integral domain and X a locally nilpotent derivation of A. Observe that given a, b E A, with ab E AX, then a, b E AX. Hence
LEMMA.
If A is a UFD, then so is AX. The assertion for U(m)" follows from Section 3.5 and the assertion for Z(m). As Rentschler pointed out to me, U(b)" coincides with the semicenter of U(b)" and so is isomorphic to S(b)n [24, 4.5, and Introduction], which is a UFD by Section 3.5.
3.7. Let g be a semisimple Lie algebra with triangular decomposition g = n @ Ij @ n-. Let m be an ad h stable subalgebra of n.
LEMMA. Let J be an ad g stable ideal of S(g). Then J is prime iff for every pair of weight vectors a, , b, E S(g)nl satisfying aubv E J, one has a, E J, or 6, E J.
Necessity is immediate. For sufficiency, take a lexicographic ordering in Ij* with respect to r. Consider J"' := J n 5'(cJrn as an ideal of S@J)~. Given a, b E S(g)m with ab E Jm assume a $ J". Write u and b as a sum of weight vectors and let a, , b, be their components of highest weight. We may as well assume that a, $ Jm. Yet a$, E Jm and so the hypothesis implies that b, E Jm. This eventually proves that b E Jm and so J"' is prime. Now suppose c, d E S(g) satisfy cd E J. Let M (resp. N) be the smallest ad g submodule containing c (resp. d). Since g is reductive we can assume that J n M = 0 and J n N = 0. Given c, d # 0, the ad nilpotence of m gives a, b E S(g)m -(0) satisfying ub E J". Since Jm is prime, this gives, say, a E Jm n MC J n M, which is a contradiction. Hence J is prime. Suppose that dim A(f) < 1, for all f E Ij*. Then A is a polynomial algebra on dime V generators.
Fix a basis in Ij* and take the lexicographic ordering in I$* with respect to this basis. Given a E A, it follows by (4.2) that a can be written as a sum of nonzero weight vectors. Let fa (resp. ga) denote the largest (resp. smallest) weight occurring in this expansion. Given a = bc: b, c E A, it follows that fa = fb + fc , g, = g, + g, , through the integrality of A. Hence if a is a weight vector, so are b, c. Let 9 be an index set and {a,: i E 9} the set of all weight vectors of A which are irreducible.
Then the ai generate A over @. Suppose the a, satisfy a polynomial identity. Then the hypothesis, dim A(f) < 1, implies that each monomial belongs to a different weight space and hence must vanish separately, contradicting the integrality of A. Obviously card .y > dim V. Suppose the inequality is strict and let fi be the weight of a, . Since V is rational, there exist integers ri not all zero such that C ri fi = 0. Hence for some f E h*, there exists a E A(f) w ic can be expressed as two distinct h h products of the ai , which is impossible since it implies a polynomial relation between them.
4.3. One can reexpress the hypothesis dim A(f) f 1, by saying that every irreducible representation of h occurs at most once in A. This reformulation extends to the case when h is reductive; but not necessarily Abelian. Let b be a Bore1 subalgebra of b. Since the simple submodules of A are in bijection with the weight vectors of b, the above hypothesis is equivalent to saying that (Fract A)b reduces to scalars. Then, as in [14, Theorem 2.31, one can show that Fract A is a pure transcendental extension of C. Yet A may fail to be a polynomial algebra. For example, take t, = sl(3) and set A = 9, with .F as defined in [7, 9. 11 (see also [12] ). Then A is commutative and as an h module, it is h finite. Moreover, each p E 9" occurs exactly once in A. Using the dimensionality formula [13, Eq. (40) , p. 2571, it follows that Dim A = $(dim b t rank h) = 5. Now by [7, 9.21 , A is generated by bases x1 , x2 , xa ; yi , yz , y3 for the fundamental representations of sl (3) . When these are suitably chosen, xi yi + x2 yz + xa y3 belongs to the trivial representation and so must be a scalar c in A. Hence, A = @[x1, x2 , x3 ,Yl >Y2 >Y31I<%YI + X2Y2 + X3Y3 -c>, UP to an isomorphism. By Section 8.1, A is a UFD; but it is not a polynomial algebra. (I should like to thank P. Deligne for discussions on these last two questions.) 4.4. In the remainder of Section 4, we take g semisimple and p a parabolic subalgebra with nilradical m, and adopt the notation of Section 2. W%) c U(m), * Take 6 E Q" (Notation 2.3). Since /3 is the highest root, we have p E Q+. We must show, for all y E P, that y + S, p -y E Q-t, whenever y _i 6 is a root. This follows from Section 2.3(i), (iv) , and (v). (
4.10 (Notation 2.3). For a given parabolic system P, let 2 be the parabolic subset of &-defined by Q+ and Section 2.3 (ii) . Set QzLp+ = (J {r,: L E -r;"> and Pz+ = A+\Qs+. Then Ps+ is generated over IUi-by the subset {TV: L $ -Pp> of n and hence defines a parabolic system of roots Pp . A parabolic subalgebra defined by such a system Pz is called optimal and denoted ~2. The set of optimal parabolic subalgebras being in bijection with the parabolic subsets of &'-can be read from Table III . By Section 4.9, Z(m) =, U(m)", iff p is optimal. Again let ntz be the nilradical of c(m) (Notation 2.6). Then ntz is the nilradical of the optimal parabolic subalgebra pz and by Section 4.9, we obtain LEMMA.
U(m)n = Z(m,).
(Notation 4.9).
Since mg is the nilradical of the parabolic subalgebra p n ga of go , Section 4.9 gives an inductive procedure for constructing the generators of Z(m) and U(m)" (up to localization). In more detail, let 2 be the parabolic subset of % defined by p and Section 2.3(ii). Given L G 2, let gr. denote the simple subalgebra of g generated by the girK:
Define a Lie algebra monomorphism @L: 9L -+ (U(g)"">,, , inductively as follows. If pL is the highest root, set OL = Id. and fL = 1. Otherwise, let K be the unique maximal element of 2 with K < L. Suppose 0, defined and setfK = Ox(EoJ, jL = jJ {fK,: K' E 9, K' < L}. Apply Section 4.1, with n = g, @ grK, n, = gr , a = grK. For each X E n,, , set O(X) = X -e(X). Then 0: g, --, (U(n)a),u: Z,, = EoK is a Lie algebra monomorphism. Since OK(gL) = gt , up to isomorphism, we can set OL = @OK.
In the above construction we can choose positive integers nL such that n {(f$~: L E zp) lies in U(g). Taking C nL minimal uniquely determines this product which we denote by fp (or simply, f). Given cy. E 7rr , set x,-, = (Es.& -N&&,Jf,).
(ii) fL has weight /IL . Hence the nonxero weigJlts of (Us), is the additive group genmated over Z by {pL: L E 3}. ( iii) The set of nonzero weights of Z(n) is contained in k' (Notation 2.8).
(v) [fK , E-,+1 = clHK mod u(m&-and so LfK, LfK, E-0,11 = c2fK:
Cl , cp E @ -(0). In Section 3.3, we can take x = f. For later applications (for example, Sect. 6.13) it is an important fact that fL is the highest weight vector for an image of the simple Lie algebra gt under 0,. Then Section 4.11 sets up the beginnings of an inductive procedure for determining Spec U(g). 4 .12. We need some refinements to construct generators for U(m)n (without localization). By Section 4.9, the generators of Z(n) can be chosen so that an (obvious) subset of them generate U(m)", so it suffices to consider Z(n). Through the isomorphism with Y(n) all computations can be done in S(g).
Assume g simple and adopt the notation of Sections 2.1 and 4.8. Let O( (resp. a') denote an element of r1 (resp. rD). Let subscripts on elements of U(g) denote weights. Let tt" be the h-stable complement of @Ee in n.
Recalling (4.3) define a linear map D of us into s(n) through Extend D to a derivation of S(u) by setting DX = 0, for all X E gr. Then D2X = 0, for all X E n. For all X E ua , one has EeO(X) = E,X + DX (Notation 4.9). Then for all a E S(Q), homogeneous of degree n, a simple computation gives .!$%(a) = 5 EFmi(Dia).
i=o (4.4)
Observe that Dia E s(nO), so the right-hand side is an expansion in powers of E, over S(nO). We remark further that by Section 4.l(ii), (ad X) DY = D[X, Y], for all X, YE n, and so D leaves ,S(n)V stable. Now suppose that uB E Y(n,). Then EanO(uB) E Y(n) and so by Section 4.9(iv), we obtain (E,(ad E-J -N&E,-, ad H,) EBnO Kostant informed me that he knew how to determine the weights and degrees of generators for Z(n), although his method is unknown to me. Dixmier [9, Theorems I, 41, explicitly determined Z(n) for g of type A, .
We can take { fzK: K E ,X} as an explicit set of generators for Z(n). Clearly ad x,-, extends to a derivation of U(n), which by the reduction of Section 4.11 is easily seen to be a Weyl algebra over Z(n), . Since [x/s-a , Z(n),] = 0, it follows that ad x,-, is inner. Consequently, there exists a weight vector z-, E U(g): of the form a-, = G, + y+: y-= E U(b), . Since yvo has weight --01 and is determined up to U(b)," (which has weights i?{/IK: K EX}, Sect. 4.16(ii)) it follows as in Section 4.1 l(iv) that yTII is uniquely determined. Through the reduction of Section 4.11, these assertions apply to each OL E r. 4.13 (iii) . Finally the inclusion gr(1 n Z(n)) C gr(1) n Y(n) is elementary. Conversely given a E gr(lj n Y(n), then u(u) E Z(n), and we can assume without loss of generality that a is a weight vector and is homogeneous. Then o(a) ~1 by Section 4.13 (iii) . Since a = gr o(u), this gives (iv).
Remark. It would be valuable to prove that P'(g) is a polynomial algebra. For this it suffices to prove that gr V(g) is a polynomial algebra and we remark that the latter is a UFD. Indeed given a E gr V(g) with a = bc: b, c E S(g), then b, c E S(g)n, by Section 3.5 and so b, c E V(g) by Section 4.13(iii).
4.15. Recalling Section 2.2(vi), set X0 = (K E X: card rK = 2}. For each K E SO, choose HK1 E h, nonzero such that (H,l, pK) = 0 and (HK1, a) = 0, for all 01 E z-\~~. Then (HK1, /3,) = 0, unless L < K and it is easy to check that equality holds in these cases also. (It suffices to consider A, , D2n+l , EB and to use the symmetry of the corresponding Dynkin diagram.) Set lj" = @ {@H,l: K E X0}. Then b = c(n) @ lj'-and (ljl, p) = 0, for all /3 EA. This last relation and Section 4.11 (iii) 
By, say [16, 3. 41, the isomorphism U(n)=, = r4, @Z(n) C(n) can be chosen so that the generators xi , yi of J&~ are weight vectors. Set xi = xiyi . Then for each H ~ljl, there exists
(i) The Y(H): HE Ijl commute and generate ( U(b)")z0 over C(n).
(ii) U(b)n is a commutative algebra contained in U(l!f @ n). Then a, E U(b)sr. Furthermore, (H, 01') = 0, for all 01' E rB and so, as in Section 4.12, we obtain a, E U(b)n. Ag ain a, is linear in H, and is of weight p. Then in Section 4.15 (iii) , taking H = HK '-: K E X0, the above analysis shows that we can choose B E W and hence B = B, . Now given KE %, set aK = aBK E Z(n) and given KE x0, set CK = aKy(HK') (which we have shown lies in U(b)"). Let A be the algebra generated by {aK: K f x, CK: K E x0}. By Section 4.15(i), (ii), A is a polynomial algebra, which we show is just U(b)". By Section 4.15 (i) , it is enough to show, for each dB E A, a,' E Z(n): B, B' E JV, that a$dB E A, if a;?dB E U(b)n. It is clear that the a K , cK are all irreducible, so by Section 3.6, we may assume that B' = BL , for some L E %. Then aL. divides one of the factors of dB which have the form eIaK + e&K: KE x0, eI , 2 e E O=; or aK: K E X\X". Hence aL divides dB in A as required.
THEOREM.
(i) U(b)" is a polynomial algebra in rank g generators.
(ii) U(b)" is generated over z(n) by the cK: K E 3f". which proves that Fract+ is surjective.
(ii) 3 (i). By (5.2), Fract p(U) r>%(U(m )). Then (i) obtains from Section 5.2.
Remarks. (i) can be expressed by saying that Fract U(g)/1 is isomorphic to a Weyl field Fract .J& . Given I primitive, this is a special case of one formulation [I9, Section 31, of the Gelfand-Kirillov conjecture. One expects the dimensionality estimate of (ii) to hold, whenever p is a polarization forf, which means here that dim p = *(dim g + dim gf). It is also in this situation that C(g, 1) ). Thus Dim U(g)/1 = 2~2, implies that G (C(g, 1) and hence C(g, 1) re d uces to scalars. Dixmier [33] has recently shown that this last result implies that I is primitive.
Identify U(g)/Jf with U(m-). Since IC Jr and (U(g)/I)"-r) U(g)l"-/(l n U(g)m-), the space I/ = U(g)m-/( Jf n U(g)"-) identifies with a subalgebra of U(m-). Then to prove the surjectivity of Fract 4, it is enough to show that Fract V = K(m-). For g semisimple one has (U(g)/I>'"-= U(g)m-/(I n U(g)m-) [18, 5.l(ii)], so this condition is also necessary. If m-is commutative, 4 itself is surjective.
5.5, In the remainder of Section 5, we take g semisimple and p a parabolic subalgebra with nilradical tn. Recall that m and m-. are isomorphic. Now consider the special case when p = 6. Given h E b*, consider A as a onedimensional representation of b and set Imin(A) = ker ind(h, b t 9). Set U, = U(g)/Im,(A) and let p,: U(g) --+ VA denote the natural projection. Set V = pA(U(n-)) and note that q-is just the cornmutant V' of V in U,, . Let V" denote the second commutant of V in U,, .
THEOREM.
For all h E lj* (i) Fract Un-is isomorphic to K(n-).
(ii) V" = V.
By [7, Corollary 10 .51, Fract p is surjective and so Fract $ is surjective by Section 5.4. Let j: n--+ n-be the linear map defined through i(X) = -X. Then j extends to a bijective antihomomorphism of K(n-) onto K(n-) and so j(Fract 4) defines the required isomorphism in (i) . Through the surjectivity of Fract p and (5.2), we obtain Fract p( V') = g(K(n-)). Then 5.6. In order to generalize Section 5.5 and obtain further information on U(g)"', we extend 4 to the case when I is induced from a more general representation of p. The analysis applies only to the semisimple case and finds application in [30] .
Consider X E lj* as defining a one-dimensional representation xn of b and set Q-= ind(x,, , b t p). Write p = m @ r, with ttt the nilradical and t the reductive part of p. Let r = n, @ lj @J us-be a triangular decomposition for r and set b, = lj @ n,, . One has m @ n, = n.
LEMMA. (i) ker 7 n p = m.
(ii) ker(T 1 u(r)) is a minimal primitive ideal of U(r).
By [15, Corollary 3.41, ker T n p = (X E p: (ad" Y)X E n, for all YE n,-, all n E iV). Hence (i) . (ii) ker 5 = I n U(g)"-.
(iv) ad X($(u)) = @[X, a]), for uZZ X E r, a E U(g)mm'.
By Section 5.6, ker 7 is generated by nt and a maximal ideal 2, of Z(r) determined by A. Let Si-be the subspace of S(m) spanned by polynomials with no constant terms. Now a(P) U(r) = U(r) a(S+) and U(p) = o(S+) U(r) @ U(r). Then by Section 5.6(i), both ker 7 and ker T' contain o(P) U(r) and to establish (i) , it remains to show that ker(T j Ll(r)) = ker(T' ( ocr)).
Let K denote the harmonic elements of U(r). By [21, Remark 301, K is the span of powers of nilpotent elements and so b F K, iff j(b) E K. Recall [lo, 8.2.41 that U(r) = K @ Z(r), so given u E U(r), we may write a = C bici: bi E K, ci E Z(r), with the b, linearly independent over @. Then the j(&) are linearly independent over @. By Section 5.6(ii) and [IO, 8.4.31, it follows that r and 7_ are injective on K. Hence a E ker T', iff T-( j(c,)) = 0, for all i. That isj(ci) E Z-, , or ci E 2, for all i, which is necessary and sufficient for a E ker 7. Hence (i) .
It is clear that we have ker $C U(ut-) ker 7'. Then by (i), ker 5 C U(m-) ker 7, which by [lo, 5.1.71, gives (ii) .
Given a, b E U(g)m-, write a = C aici , b = C bjdj: a, , bj E U(m-), ci , dj E U(p). Since r-is a representation of U(p), one has 7'(cidi) = ?(dj) T'(cJ. Since a E U(g)m-, 6, E U(m-), we have ab = C abjdj = C bjadj = C bjaicidj . Then In particular one can show that Fract Cp is surjective for the optimal maximal parabolic (g simple) and hence that Fract 4 is surjective for p optimal. Since b is optimal, the main result of [7, Corollary 10 .51 is then generalized through Section 5.4. Actually one gets rather detailed information on the necessary divisors and this is important in the application of Sections 6.7-6.10. 6.3. Given D an integral domain, let M, @ D: n E Nf, denote the ring of n x n matrices over D. Given A a Noetherian ring, I E Spec A, set Ii = A/I and let S denote the regular elements of R. By Goldie's theorem, we have the isomorphism S-lR = M% @ K, for some n E N+ and some skew field K. We call n the Goldie rank (rk (1) Then JnA==I, gJ= J and so J=I@,k'=I'= n P'i. Then for each i, n {gr": g E g} C P', and so gI" E PIi, for some g E 9.
Hence (iii). Noting that [r, p] C p, [r, m-1 Cut-, a similar computation establishes (iv).
(Notation 5.7). Define Cp: U(g)m-/(l n U(g)m-) -+ U(m-
Yet I' CgI" and so there exists j such that P'j CgI" C P', . By minimality, i = j and so gP = P'i , as required. Suppose Cent(Fract g/I') = k(X). Then rk(I) = rk(I').
Identify 9/I with a subalgebra of P[r. Then, either g/I = 9/I' and the assertion is trivial or @/I @ (9?/I)X = Z/r' and we can assume I = I' = 0. Let S be the set of regular elements of 98. By Goldie's theorem, Fract %' := S-Q? = Mm @I, K, where M, is the m x m matrix algebra over k and K a skew field over k. Then S-%? = Mm Ok (K + KX). Since fl is prime, S-%" is prime and finite-dimensional over K and so g is simple. By Wedderburn's theorem, S-l@ = n/r, OR K': K' a skew field over k. We must show that m = n. Since A' is prime (by Section 6.2), we have K' = L'(X) for some skew field L' over K. Through the hypothesis of the lemma we obtain Cent L' = k. Let @ denote @&.
We Let gr be the gradation functor for the filtration of % by degree (cf. [lo, 4.4.61). Call a K(X2) subspace of g homogeneous if it is spanned by eigenvectors of H. Given I a two-sided (resp. left) ideal of 97, gr(1) generates over K(X2) a homogeneous two-sided (resp. left) ideal of % of the same dimension over K(X2). Thus %? is simple (because 97' is) and admits a maximal left ideal J which is homogeneous. Let N(J) be the normalizer of J and set L = N(J)/J. Then L is a homogeneous skew field and %' = M, @L. Since h is algebraically closed and L is homogeneous, it follows that L = K(X2) and m = n as we wished to show, or L is spanned over K(X2) by elements of the form e @ X: eEN2, e2 = 1. Using again that R is algebraically closed, we obtain e @ XE Cent L C Cent PZ C Cent %" and so e = 1, which is impossible.
Remark. For the lemma to fail, it is enough to have a $ k, with a2 E k. For example, take n = 2, Then %' is a skew field and so rk(1') = 2 rk(l). 6.6. Let A be a ring, T an Ore subset of regular elements of A. Given I a left ideal of A, then T-IA : = (t-5: t E T, i E I} is a left ideal of the localized algebra A, = T-IA. If J is a left ideal of T-IA, then J = T-l(J n A) and so A Noetherian implies T-lA is Noetherian [4, 2.41. Now suppose A Noetherian and set (Spec A)= = (1 E Spec A: In T is empty). Given T = {t? k E N} for some t regular in A, we set (Spec A)t = (Spec A)T .
The map 4: JH Jr\ A is a bijection of Spec A, onto (Spec A)T and has inverse I w T-lI. Furthermore, rk( J) = rk($( J)).
The first part is just [4, 2. 101. The second part is trivial. 6.7. In the remainder of Section 6, we assume g semisimple. Let 9' be a parabolic subset of X and let ps (or simply, p) be the corresponding optimal parabolic subalgebra of g (see Section 4.10). Let nty (or simply, m) be the nilradical of pp and set 2 = Z(m), 2, = 2 -(0). Set (Notation 2.6) 12 = @ {@HL: L E 9'} and cp = rnp @ lr;p (or simply, I, c). One has cz = c(mF). By Section 4.11 (ii), we have [HK ,.fd = @K, Bdfc K,LE&?.
Set f = fz (Notation 4.11). Since f is ad-nilpotent in U(g), the set F := {f 8: s E IV} is Ore in U(g). By Section 6.6, we have Set A = U(g)* @zfrn, U(m). By Section 3.4 and Remark 4.11, we have U(g), = A, # U(I), , up to isomorphism. Since U(g), is Noetherian (cf. 6.6) it follows that A, is Noetherian by Section 6.1. By (6.1) and [4, 4. 81, the algebra A, # U(I), is rigid and so by Section 6.2 we have Hence (iii).
6.8. For practical computations it would be convenient if (Spec U)t were in bijection with Spec Ut; but this fails because in general U # Ut @ C(m). To remedy this, we define a finite extension U(g)' of U(g). The algebra U(g)' is generated over U(g) by the set (g,: L E X} with the relations gL2 = fL , Recalling Section 4.11(i), we have C(m) = C( fL: L E 9) and we set C(m)' = C(g,: L E 9), U' = U &cn,) C(m)'. By Sections 2.2(iv) and (6.1), we obtain 77' = U" @ C(m)', up to isomorphism. Let '9 denote the Galois group for the extension of C(m) by C(m)'. By Section 6.4, the map 4: I' H I : = 1 n U, is a bijection of (Spec U'), onto Spec U. We show that it restricts to a bijection $r5 of (Spec 77")~ onto (Spec U)l. If I' is ad I stable, then so is I. Conversely given I E (Spec U)l, then z/-r(1) = {P'r , P', ,..., P',}, where P'i are the minimal prime ideals of U' containing J := I @ C(m)'. One has J = n P'! and J is an 1 stable semiprime ideal of U'. Applying [4, 4.1(b)] with R -U'/J, it follows that the Pti are I stable as required. The map z/a: I ++ I n U'r is trivially a bijection of ((Spec U')r), onto Spec U't.
LEMMA. Set Y = &&'. Then ?P' is a bijection of (Spec U)' onto (Spec U')l. (ii) If Y-l(I) E Prim U(g), then rk(l) = rk(l').
We have proved that the first part and (i) is trivial. Given J := Y-l(I) E Prim U(g), then Cent Fract U(g)/] = C. Hence Cent Fract(U/I) = C(m) and so Cent Fract(U'/l') = C(m)'. Let 9 be the index set {I, 2,..., n} (abuse of notation) and set Ii = 0 {UX,: j = i, i + I,..., rz}. Then Y' is the composition of the bijections (Spec U)l --f Spec(U # U(1)) -Spec(U # U(la))H' -+ (Spec(( U @c(~ @(gl))H1 # U(la)) -*a* -+ Spec U', which by Sections 6.3 and 6.5 preserve Goldie rank. Hence (ii). 6.9 (Notation 2.11, 6.7, 6.8). Set V = u't and recall that V is an ad lj module. Given M an h finite Y module we let Q(M) denote its set of weights. An lj finite v module M is said to be a highest weight module if for some p E lj*, it is generated by a weight vector v,, (or simply, v) of weight TV and satisfying [-(v - (a) E,u = 0, for all y E Ez u -Ex,y . Indeed through the reduction of Section 4.11, we may write E, = C avb-u+v: a, E Uk-P, L+, E U(c), . Furthermore, repeated application of (4.3) shows that b-,+1 is a sum of monomials of the form Hence -v + y =C%, yi --Cj"=r/$: yi~E1, &e{(PL:L~9}, or v = y and so f-(v) < 0. Hence E,u = C a,v @ b -",. ,,I = 0, as required.
Let K be a maximal element of 2. Then (b) EYE-eKu = 0, for all y E s2 v -ZX,s: y 6 I', . By (a) it suffices to observe that y -BKed u {0}, implies that y E r, for someL<Kand~oy-/3~EZ's. (ii) J, = 9%' and this set is in natural bijection with V,". [2, 3.51 , that A has no proper two-sided ideals and is hence a simple algebra (obviously 1 E A and so A2 # 0). After Hadziev [12] , it follows that U(g)" is finitely generated. Thus A is finitely generated and so dim, A < 00. After Wedderburn's theorem, card A" = I, and M := Ae: e a minimal idempotent, is a faithful simple A module which is b-finite. Then (iii) follows from Section 6.9 and (ii) from Sections 6.7 and 6.8, recalling that rk(J) = dim, M.
Remark. (iii) proves a special case of the so-called "subquotient con-jecture" (cf. [19, Sect. 61 ). This has recently been established by Duflo [34J, although using quite different methods. The technique used here is constructive and totally algebraic. It generalizes an argument given in [17, Section 71 , in which a certain central character (i.e., h above) was computed.
6.11, In order to apply the above analysis we develop some dimensionality estimates to determine how much localization is possible in a given quotient of U(g). For this we take g simple with highest root /3. Set G = exp ad(g). Let I be a two-sided ideal of U(g). Then gr(l) and its radical (gr (1) (Borho's original and rather long proof may be replaced by the following short argument.) Through the hypothesis of the lemma, there exists 11 EN, such that Xn E gr(l). Then X E (gr(1))1/2 and so (gr(1))r12 3 g, since g is simple.
Hence Dim(gr(1))l12 = 0, which combined with (6.2) gives the required assertion. For each in (2, 3,. .., k) the hypothesis of the lemma gives f 'j E J and so EsE,, E s(m) mod J by (4.3). For each a' E rB , applying ad E-,, to this conclusion gives E,p' C S(m) mod J. Applying ad E-,: y E r\(p), gives E,& E S(p) mod J, so EP3E-, E S(m 0 Ij') mod J and finally ED6g C S(nt @ h') mod J. Then either E, E J and Dim J = 0, or dividing by E0 gives Dim J < Dim ,S(m @ lj') = dim(nt @ h') = card r + card n1 . By Section 2.2(vi) and (6.2) this gives the upper bounds in (i), (ii) . Finally if I E Prim U(g), then Dim I is even by [2, 7.21 , and this proves necessity in (iii). (ii) If I E Prim U(g), then Dim I < dim cy + dim my< -index utz, .
6.14 (Notation 2.9, 6.7). Let 2 be a parabolic subset of %. Set f' = grfz, WY = 0 {a, E %Q" h omogeneous of weight p with deg a, > ( ,z idip}. That is, each a E (S(g)/J) m is algebraic over Y(m). Since J is homogeneous, it easily follows from (ii) that J'" := J n S(g)", identifies with Wp . Since g is reductive we must have J = GWs . This proves uniqueness and to prove existence it remains to show that GWZ is a prime ideal. Let N denote g con-sidered as a simple ad g submodule of S(g). Let M be a homogeneous and simple ad g submodule of GWZ . Choose a weight vector a, E M n W, and let a, be the highest weight vector for M. Then ] w 12 = ] TV 12 as above. Let v be a weight of MN and let p be the highest root of g. Then u -i-/3 -v E f&. Now if g is simple of type A, or C, one may verify that the jgK: K E X, are all long roots and that C {pL: L E -E"> E 3 (see Table I ). This gives j w ;-/3 -v /g > 0. Hence / v jdLp < j w + p 19 = 1 + / p jz < deg a, for all a, E MN. Thus MN C GWz which is hence an ideal. It is prime by Section 3.7. (iii) ] that V is a finite union of nilpotent orbits. Let 0 be an orbit of maximal dimension in V. It is clear that 0 E g(P) and I(0) = J, so the above map is bijective.
6.15 (Notation 2.9, 6.7-6.10, 6.14). It is not known if 1~ Spec U(g) implies J := (gr(1)) II2 E Spec S(g). Again one should further expect that rk(1) = 1, iff gr(1) E Spec S(g). A nearly complete answer to these questions can be given for ideals of the type described in Section 6.1O (ii) . all of type A, or C, , it follows by Section 6.14(ii) that VP = Y(m). Then J" = Ws and so J = GWS which by Section 6.14(iii) is a prime ideal. The general situation is more complicated. Suppose a, E V, . By Section 6.14(i), a, E &Q n 9. Yet p is a sum of roots and so 2~ E JV~. Suppose p E J-2 . (ii) J is a prime ideal iff at least one of the factors appearing in (6.4) (resp. in (6.5)) lies in J. In particular J is prime if rk(l) = 1. To prove that f' $ Ji , it suffices to show that f' is regular in S(g)/ J. Since m is ad nilpotent it suffices to show that f' is regular in S(g)m/ Jm and since Wz C J this reduces to showing that f' is regular in V,,/( J n V,). Yet fz is regular in U(g)/1 (cf. Sect. 6.7) an so the latter follows from the definition d of v,. As in Section 6.14(iii), we then conclude that Ji n S(c) = 0 and so Dim Ji > dim c. Yet by (6.2), Dim Ji < Dim1 = dim c. Hence (i) . Necessity in (ii) is immediate. For sufficiency consider weight vectors a, 6 E S(g)"f satisfying ab E J"'. Recalling Section 3.5 we may decompose a, b into irreducible factors which must also be weight vectors (cf. Section 4.2) and hence of the form a, (defined above). Since WS C J, we can assume that a, E V's . By (i) and the definition off ', each g E Y(m) -(0) is regular in S(g)/ J and so all such factors may be cancelled. Through the hypothesis and (6.4), (6.5) this proves that either a E Jm or b E Jm if we further note that yacr: p 6 Ju, has no square root in Y(m) because .X2 is also the set of weights of Y(m). Then by Section 3.7, we obtain that J is prime. Under the hypothesis of (iii), p E R+, 2~ ENS implies p E Xy (recall Section 4.17) and then sufficiency follows by the argument given in (ii) . Necessity in (iii) follows from Section 6.7(ii).
Since 1 C J = kerp, one has ker p? 3 I. For the reverse inclusion, choose a E ker 9, = S(g)p A S(g) "-. Let g E G. By Poincart-Birkhoff-Witt, g may be written as a sum of terms of the form n (ad Xi) I-J (ad Yj): Xi E p, Yj cm-, from which we obtain ga E S(g)p. Thus G(aS(g) ) is a G-invariant ideal of S(g) contained in J, and hence in I. This gives (i) .
Given a E S(g), write a = a, $ a,: a, E S(m), a2 E J.
Then ab = (al --I-a,)@, $ b,) = a& + a,@, $-b2) + a$, , so $?(ab) =p(ab) = a,& , which is (ii). Again {a, 6) = -{al, b,} -f-(a, bl} + {al , b} + (uZ , bB}. Given a, b E S(g)"'-, the two central terms vanish and so ~({a, b}) == p({u, b}) = ---{al , b,}, which is (iii) . (iv) is clear.
Define ~JJ: S(g)"-/(1 n S(g)"'-) + S(nt-) through 9, and passage to the quotient. As in [18, 5.l(ii) ], it follows that S(g)'lf-/(In S(g)*-) = (S(g)/l)"'-. Thus for g semisimple F is the symmetric algebra analog of 4. After [l, 2.11, I is prime, so ~0 extends to a homomorphism Fract y of (S(g)/l)"-into R(m-).
7.2. In the remainder of Section 7, we take p = 6, m-= 11~. Let H denote the space of harmonic elements of S(g). By generator of weight B, and whose degree we denote by sIK. For A, , C, , EB , F4 , G, ; S is totally ordered, so we take the natural order in Nf and write (by abuse of notation) X = (1, 2,..., (card A?)}. These cases are described in Table I . For B, , D, , E, , E, , we define for each m E N, indices m', m", with the order relations, m < m', rn, < m" and I' < m', 1" < m", iff 1 < m. Then (by abuse of notation) A? can be considered as a subset of {1,2 ,,.., m, I', 2',..., m', l", 2" ,..., m"}, for some m E N+. These cases are described in Table II.  Table III represents S and YV graphically. Each vertex corresponds to an element K E Z, with card rrK the numerical marker and where the arrows point toward the smaller element. When card nK := 2, B, is the sum of the fundamental weights corresponding to the two simple roots. When card rK = 1, a shaded vertex denotes that B, = LijK and an unshaded vertex that B, = 28,. Observe that the graphs are distinct and shaded vertices never lie below unshaded ones.
8.3. Let g be semisimple and of rank II. Let A be a commutative, integral, associative algebra with identity in which g acts by derivation and which is g finite. We call A a model algebra for g if When (2) holds, we call A the model algebra (denoted A(g)) for g, in view of the following:
LEMMA. For$xed g, the model algebra A(g) is determined up to an isomorphism. Let :Vi: i = 1, 2,..., n, be the fundamental modules for g occurring in A(g) and let M be their direct sum. Let S(M) be the symmetric algebra over M considered as a g module. Let a, be the highest weight vector in Mi the case when n' E dp, but n $2. Suppose dp = X\{n}. We show that Bnf + A-1 + ... + & E cl(T), by induction on n. It is clear for n = 2 (recall the construction of Section 4.9). It obtains for n > 2 by application of 8.9(ii). Recalling Section 8.8, this establishes the theorem for B, and D, . For Es and F4 , label X as in Table I . The only nontrivial cases are when either Z' = .X\ (2) or L? = X\(3). Say 5? = Z\(2). Then Section 4.9 shows that B = 2& + & +&E A(Z). Yet (B, CX) = 0, for 01 E nTT1 and this suffices to establish the theorem in this case.
For E, there is one case we cannot handle and for E, there are several. [29] . I should like to thank J. Dixmier and J. Tits for their valuable criticisms of the manuscript.
